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Download Torrents.Q: How to combine two arrays in bash into one array I want to take two arrays and merge them into one array in bash. Here is what i have: #!/usr/bin/env bash # Merge two arrays into one a=('1 2 3') b=('a b c') c=('1 2 3') d=('a b c') #
result should be: (1,a,b,c) echo ${#a[@]} # output: # 3 # desired output: # (1,a,b,c) # result should be: echo ${#d[@]} # output: # 2 # desired output: # (1,2,a,b,c) # merge into one array e=$((${#c[@]}+${#d[@]})) j=$(printf "%${#c[@]}s " "${c[@]}" | sort
-k $(((NR - 1) + 1))) k=$(printf "%${#d[@]}s " "${d[@]}") z=$(printf "%${#a[@]}s " "${a[@]}") echo "d[${j}] = ${d[${j}]} # $j" echo "e[${j}] = ${e[${j}]} # $j" printf "%${e[${j}]}s " "${k}" printf "%${z[${j}]}s " "${e[${j}]}" # expected output: #
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